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Abstract

T cells are charged with surveying tissues for evidence of their cognate foreign antigens.

Subsequently, they must navigate to effector sites, which they enter through the process of trans-

endothelial migration (TEM). During interstitial migration, T cells migrate according to one of

two modes that are distinguished by the strength and sequence of adhesions and the requirement

for Myosin-IIA. In contrast during TEM, T cells require Myosin-IIA for the final process of

pushing their nucleus through the endothelium. A generalized model emerges with dual roles for

Myosin-IIA: This motor protein acts like a tensioning or expansion spring, transmitting force

across the cell cortex to sites of surface contact and also optimizes the frictional coupling with

substrata by modulating the surface area of the contact. The phosphorylation and deactivation of

this motor following TCR engagement can allow T cells to rapidly alter the degree to which they

adhere to surfaces and to switch to a mode of interaction with surfaces that is more conducive to

forming a synapse with an antigen-presenting cell.

Introduction

T cells spend the vast majority of their lifespan in a motile phase during which they scan

surfaces of the host seeking to engage their surface-bound T cell receptors (TCRs) [1,2].

Each TCR recognizes a combination of an antigenic peptide fragment bound into a host

Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecule, but most of the host MHC molecules

do not or never will bear the correct peptide antigen for TCRs to generate a signal in the T

cell. At the cellular level, T cells must therefore engage with surfaces in a way that is both

sensitive but also typically transient. If engagements are too short, their TCRs may not

engage or find the few MHC molecules loaded with their designated peptide (hereafter

‘pMHC’). If engagements are too long, the T cell will not make the circuit of the host at a

rate consistent with efficient immune protection. Clearly, a degree of surface contact is
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required in order to make membrane-membrane juxtapositions. However were the T cell to

contact and interact with its environment with all of its surfaces at once, it would experience

significant frictional drag, thus slowing its motility capabilities.

A T cell's motile scanning pattern within lymph nodes has been described as a random walk

[3] and in other tissues may also have occasional larger jumps reminiscent of Levy flights

[4]. To this extent, we typically assume that T cell migration patterns have been optimized to

‘search’ for antigens in the form of pMHC complexes. T cell motility, which can peak at

nearly 25um/min, slows considerably upon the recognition of cognate antigens. Ultimately T

cells appear to ‘stop’ and form a conjugate with the pMHC-bearing antigen-presenting cell

(APC). At this point, the junction or ‘synapse’ appears to be the dominant T cell behavior

and T cells secrete cytokines and signal back-and-forth with APCs and sometimes other T

cells for many hours. The synapse profits from more durable and profound membrane

contact with the partner APC.

In addition to this nomadic scanning, T cells must squeeze their way into and out of tissues.

This allows T cells to exit the blood and reach either new lymph nodes to survey or inflamed

tissues, and then to enter the lymphatics to eventually re-enter the blood circulation [5]. T

cell exit and entry into vasculature requires the T cell to change the mechanics of its

approach to interacting with surfaces since, rather than seeking to glide along an

interstitium, or forming an adhesive synapse, the primary reason to contact a surface is now

to penetrate it.

Comparing all these requirements, one can see that a T cell needs to utilize many or all of

the tools available for eukaryotic cell migration. While other cell types may undergo

epithelial-to-mesenchymal (EMT) [6] changes in their motility once in a lifetime, for

example as a means for tumor cells to extravasate, T cells need to make these changes every

few hours as they move from lymph nodes (or tissues) to the blood and back again, and

especially when they recognize pMHC complexes. T cells must also be able to go nearly

everywhere in the body, entering and traversing tissues with distinct adhesive environments.

In this review, we will outline our understanding of the multiple ‘modes’ by which T cells

approach the various surfaces of the different environments they encounter. We will

particularly emphasize the role that Myosin-IIA plays as an adjustable force-generating

tension system in facilitating many of these diverse motility modes.

Multiple Modes of T cell Motility

Recent data from various groups has highlighted that amoeboid cells such as leukocytes are

not restricted to adhesion-dependent motility as described in the ‘haptokinetic’ model

defined for fibroblast-like cells. The haptokinetic model proposes that cells bind integrins at

the front of the cell and release them at the back, effectively ‘treadmilling’. This requires a

certain level of adhesion to convert actin-myosin cytoskeletal protrusion and contraction into

forward movement, with maximal migration rates achieved at intermediate adhesion levels

[7,8]. However, in a key paper, Sixt and colleagues have shown that dendritic cells in 3-

dimensional environments, both in vitro and in vivo, can migrate in the absence of any

integrin-based adhesion to the substrate [9]. This is most prominent in 3-dimensional
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contexts where they can squeeze through fixed lattices. In follow-on work, dendritic cells

were further shown to be able to adapt to varying levels of substrate adhesion by modulating

their actin polymerization rate [10]. When integrin adhesion is available as a clutch for the

cell's actin cytoskeleton, actin polymerization is directly coupled to forward protrusion of

the leading edge. Alternatively, in the absence of an integrin clutch mechanism to the

underlying substrate, the rate of actin polymerization is increased to compensate for actin

filament slippage, allowing dendritic cells to maintain their ability to crawl in response to

chemotactic signals over varying substrates [10]. While these data do not exclude that other

non-integrin trans-membrane adhesion molecules can function as a clutch mechanism to the

substrate, motility in the absence of force-coupling can be explained through actin

polymerization-based perpendicular pushing against non-adhesive surfaces [11].

As we will discuss, T cells can use a haptokinetic motility mode with a large contact area

with the substrate [12-14]. However, Woolf et al. have shown that LFA-1 adhesion has only

a minor contribution to motility in the lymph nodes [15], and studies of T cell motility in 3-

dimensional collagen matrices showed that integrin inhibition did not affect motility [16].

This suggested that, like their leukocyte cousins, dendritic cells, T cells can also move

independently of integrins. Using TIRF-based imaging approaches, we have shown that T

cells can in fact rapidly switch between adhesion-dependent motility and an ‘amoeboid’

motility mode that is not strictly dependent on specific sources of adhesion [13]. In addition,

we found that these two T cell motility modes have strikingly different patterns and

sequences of adhesions to the substrate, which are formed with different mechanics (Figure

1). The first adhesion- dependent mode closely resembles the motility model proposed for

fibroblast-like adherent cells (‘haptokinetic sliding’) and is promoted by a high density of

integrin ligand availability (Figure 1A). The second ‘amoeboid walking’ motility mode is

characterized by a unique pattern of discontinuous sequential surface contact areas with the

substrate and is most prominently utilized in lower adhesion environments (Figure 1B).

During T cell amoeboid motility, the contact areas with the substrate are small and short

lived, with new contacts formed at the front of the cell and old ones extinguished at the

back. This allows T cells to ‘jump’ from one area of substrate contact to another instead of

constantly tracking along a single predetermined surface, using a continuously adhesive

substrate [13]. Recently, using Fourier traction force microscopy, a similar motility mode

generating 2-3 contact areas that simultaneously transmit force to the substrate was reported

for other amoeboid cells, including Dictyostelium and neutrophils [17]. This finding

suggests that amoeboid motility using multiple small and transient surface contacts is a

general phenomenon in amoeboid cells. We also found that the haptokinetic motility mode

is slower and that the maximized surface contact areas can provide T cells with a more

complete scan of their environment. In contrast, the amoeboid motility mode is faster and

maintains only limited surface contact and is thus potentially better suited to rapidly follow

chemotactic gradients. As we will discuss, one possibility is that the extensive adhesions of

the haptokinetic motility mode generate considerable frictional drag whereas the smaller,

quickly extinguishing contacts of the amoeboid motility mode reduce this.

We extended this finding and supported the idea of frictional drag through studies where we

varied the degree to which T cells were confined into tight regions while migrating.

Experimentally, this was achieved through microfabrication of channels of varying sizes,
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which can mimic different amounts of unoccupied interstitial space and stiffness within

physiological tissues. In small channels (4μm), T cells were squeezed and became extremely

elongated and were effectively forced to contact the substrate (channel walls) all along their

cell body. As channels got wider, they were able to spread laterally and had more latitude to

control both the number and extent of their adhesions. Overall, we found that, in addition to

integrin ligand availability, T cell motility modes can also be regulated by the degree of

environmental confinement (or potentially the density of cells in vivo) [14]. Therefore, when

migrating in 3-dimensional environments that are not extremely tightly packed, T cells can

adapt to the degree of adhesiveness and confinement of their environment by using the

amoeboid motility mode to achieve efficient migration. A motility ‘optimum’ is reached

when T cells can exert force on multiple surrounding surfaces while limiting their adhesion

to the substrate; this optimum allows T cells to optimize force- coupling and minimize

frictional drag. T cells showed a bell curve distribution in their migration speed relative to

the confinement level within 3-dimensional environments [14]. The bell-shape of this curve

was still present when integrins coated the microchannel walls, indicating that the ability to

optimize was independent of whether there was a specific source of adhesion. In contrast,

we found that this bell-shaped optimum was lost when cells lacked Myosin-IIA and, as

discussed below, thus lacked the ability to control their cortical tension.

Myosin-IIA Regulates T cell Motility Modes

Myosin-IIA is the only class II myosin expressed in mouse T cells. It is a filamentous motor

that is well-established for its role in haptokinetic migration [18,19]. In haptokinetic

migration, it functions behind the leading edge lamellopodia, in adhesive contacts within the

lamella, and appears to help coordinate retrograde flow [20,21]. We found that T cells are

able to migrate, albeit at a significantly slower velocity, even when they lack Myosin-IIA

activity. TIRF imaging showed that in the absence of this motor protein they exclusively use

the hapokinetic ‘sliding’ mode with continuous propagation of a single adhesion which

expands and contracts relatively isometrically (Figure 1C, E) [13,14]. In the absence of

Myosin-IIA, T cells also exhibit uropod retraction defects when migrating under conditions

of high adhesiveness to the substrate, consistent with a requirement for this motor to ‘pull’

up the uropod at the trailing edge of the surface contact [22,23]. Although we have not

undertaken tether assays to directly measure cortical tension, Myosin-IIA appears to regulate

tension in organisms from yeast to mammals. We found using TIRF imaging that Myosin-

IIA generally restrains adhesiveness and limits the amount of T cell surface that is spread on

substrates [13,14]. In this context, Myosin-IIA is critical in promoting fast integrin-

independent amoeboid T cell motility mode both in 2- and 3-dimensional environments. We

propose that within the small adhesions formed during amoeboid motility, the role of

Myosin-IIA is to regulate T cell interaction with the substrate by both mediating cyclical

rear-mediated compressions that eliminate existing adhesions and by licensing subsequent

adhesions at the front of the cell [13,14] (Figure 1D, F). These properties of Myosin-IIA are

likely conserved, at least to a degree, since this motor protein has a role in controlling

spreading and motility modes in various cell types including fibroblasts [24] and fish

keratocytes [25]. A cartoon model of the motile behaviors of T cells is shown in Figure 2.
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Myosin-IIA as a Critical Force Transfer Mechanism for Interstital and Trans-

endothelial Migration

T cells traverse very different tissue environments with varying levels of adhesion and

confinement. To exit the blood circulation, T cells extravasate by squeezing through a

restrictive barrier formed by the endothelial cell vascular wall, in a process called trans-

endothelial migration (TEM). During this step force generation by the actin-myosin

cytoskeleton is required for extravasation. Actin polymerization is mainly needed for the

transmigrating cell to extend protrusions through the endothelial cell barrier [26]. Myosin-

IIA-mediated contractility is important to allow T cells to complete trans-endothelial

migration, through its activity at the rear of the cell, force generated by this motor protein

pushes the cell's cytoplasm and squeezes the rigid nucleus through openings in the

endothelial cell barrier [27,28]. Indeed nuclear positioning and deformation have been

proposed to play an important role during migration under 3-dimensional confinement of

various cell types [9,29]. In addition to propelling the nucleus, force generation during TEM

can also help de-adhesion during migration. However, the exact mechanisms of how

mechanical force generated by the T cell cytoskeleton enables TEM are still unclear.

Surface Spreading controlled by Myosin-IIA and effects on 3D migration

Unsurprisingly, we found that T cells lacking Myosin-IIA are very inefficient during

interstitial migration in lymph nodes. The loss of cortical tension appears to license them to

have greater contact areas with substrates (Figure 3A-B) and to adhere more effectively to

one another [14], likely contributing a higher degree of friction to their movements in T cell-

rich zones. Notably, Myosin-IIA null T cells generally ‘spread’ more onto surfaces

independently of whether the substrate presents a strong adhesive ligand (e.g. ICAM-1) or

not (e.g. Casein) (Figure 3B). Myosin-IIA null T cell speed is overall slower and relatively

constant across confinement levels; however, T cells can reach an optimum when they can

use Myosin- IIA to control their spreading (Figure 3C) [14].

How do T cells regulate this surface contact to efficiently detect antigen? One answer is that

when TCRs recognize their antigens on the surface of an APC, a calcium signal results in

phosphorylation of Myosin- IIA on residues of the heavy chain (Figure 3D) [30].

Furthermore, co-stimulation of CD4+ T cells by the CD28 co-receptor under sub-optimal

TCR triggering conditions results in a synergistic increase in the levels of phosphorylated

Myosin-IIA heavy chain (Figure 3E, unpublished R.S.F., J.J. and M.F.K.). The

phosphorylation of these residues is significant as they are in the coil-coil domain and

phosphorylation appears to disrupt Myosin-IIA ability to form higher order oligomers [31].

It is also highly likely that debundling as a result of this transient calcium rise, may allow

Myosin-IIA filaments to later rebundle, for example in such a way as to provide

compression as opposed to tension. Such a model has yet to be established but at least

during the peak of the calcium-mediated TCR signal, it is highly likely that T cells

experience decreased cortical tension that would facilitate spreading.
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A Generalized Role for Myosin-IIA in Coupling Force Generation from

Adhesion to Adhesion and for Modulating Cell Shape to Enhance or

Minimize Adhesion Areas

How are these observations of motility and Myosin-IIA loss related and how does this relate

to the diversity of motility modes for T cells? We consider a general model in which

multiple Myosin-IIA bundles can act as a series of springs within the cell: springs that

globally link and locally bend the actin cortex (Figure 4). Under this model, Myosin-IIA can

be considered to have multiple types of roles in optimizing interstitial migration as well as

TEM. In the case of haptokinetic or amoeboid motility, the tension at the edge of the

adhesion area provides a local means of bending the adhered membrane region away from

the contact, thus eliminating the adhesion and releasing the uropod (Figure 4A). These

membrane contacts would be bent from all sides in an amoeboid walking mode, but mainly

from the rear during haptokinetic motility. This model is supported by the radially

extinguishing of adhesion areas (Figure 1F) as well as by the presence of inward moving

Myosin-IIA clusters during amoeboid motility (Figure 1F). As a possible mechanism of

propulsion, a series of Myosin-IIA ‘springs’, emanating from an adhesion area can be

modeled to transfer force through linked actin filaments to generate subsequent adhesion

areas (Figure 4B). The force coming from what might be considered a ‘tensegrity’ structure

provides a mechanism for force transfer from the adhesion in the rear of the cell towards the

substrate in front; it also provides a lattice that can force the membrane downward to

generate a new adhesion area. We note that very recent work from Lippincott-Schwartz and

colleagues, examining myosin II and actin arrays in large adherent cells, supports a role for

Myosin II in structurally linking distant regions of the cells [32]. Finally, in the case of

amoeboid walking under confinement, it is likely that Myosin-IIA allows multiple adhesion

areas on opposing surfaces to be physically coupled by coordinated actin-matrix expansion

between two parts of the cell. This coupling in turn allows the cell to use cytoskeletal

expansion as a basis for what is effectively torque to generate forward motion from multiple

lateral contacts (Figure 4C and discussed by Piel and colleagues in detail [11]). In the case

of TEM, this cytoskeletal expansion may allow the T cell cortex to couple to adhesions

within the opening between endothelial cells. A separate compression force around the T

cell rear may then exert force on the nucleus, squeezing it to extrude through to the other

side of the endothelial cell barrier.

Conclusions

T cells require many motility modes because the immune system needs to gain access to

different kinds of tissues that have a variety of spatial organizations and levels of

adhesiveness. This has given rise to a T cell that is able to utilize various force-transducing

mechanisms to push and pull its way through these differing environments. It is clear that

Myosin-IIA represents a key player for adapting cell motility to diverse tissues. In the event

of antigen-encounter, this motor is at least transiently deactivated as the T cell briefly pauses

to receive signals and deliver stimuli to its environment. It is likely that other players,

notably class I myosins and actin polymerizing and bundling proteins will similarly

modulate motility and thereby contribute to immune function.
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Figure 1.
Primary T cells exhibit dual-crawling modes. A. & B.) T cells were labeled with 0.25 M

CFSE, plated overnight in chamberslides coated with casein or ICAM-1 and then imaged by

TIRF microscopy at 2 s intervals for 5 min. Individual time-points, from left to right, chosen

from live imaging time-courses are shown. Brightfield images are overlayed with a TIRF

image of the CFSE fluorescence. White arrows highlight separate adhesion areas. Scale bars

= 10μm. A.) Representative ‘haptokinetic sliding’ primary T cell crawling on ICAM-1. B.)

Representative ‘amoeboid walking’ primary T cell crawling on a casein blocked surface. C.

& D.) Kymograph renditions of Myosin-IIA (green) and actin (red) distribution along the

path of migration of a representative ‘haptokinetic sliding’ T cell (in C) and a representative

‘amoeboid walking’ T cell (in D). The overlay of the fluorescent intensities of MyosinIIA-

GFP (green) and actin-mCherry (red) is shown for each point along a line following the cell

path during the time-course. The movement of Myosin-IIA clusters is highlighted by arrows

running parallel to the clusters. The gray arrowhead in C indicates a point at which the cell

made a turn. E. & F.) Myosin-IIA cluster coalescence in the adhesion areas of crawling T

cells. Scale bars = 10μm. E.) Top panel, the outlines of an adhesion area from a

‘haptokinetic sliding’ T cell are shown. The thresholded outlines of an adhesion area were

traced at 20 s time intervals, color-coded from gray to black and overlayed to show the
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contraction and expansion of the adhesion area. The black arrow indicates the general

direction of cell migration. E.) Bottom panels, tracking of selected Myosin-IIA clusters in

the adhesion area of a ‘haptokinetic sliding’ cell. White arrowheads highlight Myosin-IIA

clusters that move against the general direction of crawling of the cell. The complete paths

of the clusters are overlayed in red, the tracks transition to yellow as each cluster moves

along its path. The gray arrow shows the general direction of cell migration. F.) Top panels,

adhesion area expansion and contraction in an ‘amoeboid walking’ T cell. The thresholded

outlines of a adhesion area were traced at 20 s time intervals, color-coded from gray to black

and overlayed to show the contraction and expansion of the adhesion area. The expansion

and contraction phases (color-coded from gray to black) are shown separately to highlight

the distinct phases of the adhesion area behavior during ‘amoeboid walking’. The red x is

shown as a reference point; the black arrow indicates the general direction of cell migration.

F.) Bottom panels, tracking of selected Myosin-IIA clusters in the adhesion area of an

‘amoeboid walking’ cell. The complete paths of the clusters are overlayed in red, the tracks

transition to yellow as each cluster moves along its path. The gray arrow shows the general

direction of cell migration.
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Figure 2.
Diverse Modes of T cell Motility. T cell motility modes are shown from side and top

perspectives and in multiple tissue contexts. A.) A side view of the haptokinetic mode shows

a cell with a single dominant contact along its bottom edge. A top view shows how the

single adhesive structure with Myosin-IIA dominantly localized at the rear of this contact

can help detach just this edge of the adhesion. B.) In amoeboid ‘walking’ motility, multiple

points of contact are made in sequence. Myosin- IIA is localized at the periphery of the rear-

most adhesions to dissemble them entirely. C.) A top view of an identical cell in which

multiple contacts are made with surfaces on opposite sides of the cell, as in 3D tissue

environments. D.) A specific instance of C. in which the opposing surfaces are also motile

lymphocytes; force transfer can occur between multiple cells moving in opposite directions

without a need for a given cell to contact a fixed structural cell. E.) Transendothelial

migration in which adhesion around the rim of the pore serves to anchor the T cell and allow

it to compress the nucleus through to the other side.
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Figure 3.
A.) Deregulated surface adhesion of T cells lacking myosin IIA. Adhesion areas of control

and blebbistatin-treated CFSE-labeled activated CD8+ T cells plated on glass coated with

casein or ICAM-1, assessed by TIRF microscopy (green) and brightfield microscopy. Scale

bars, 10 μm. B.) Quantification of the adhesion areas of control and blebbistatin-treated

activated CD8+ T cells on casein (left) or ICAM-1 (right). Means ±SEM are shown C.) T

cell migration efficiency in confined environments is controlled by myosin IIA. Speed of

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)- or blebbistatin (Blebb)-treated activated CD8+ T cells injected

into microchannels coated with fibronectin, ICAM-1, or casein. Data is presented as a

function of the microchannel width. Means ±SEM are shown D.) Myosin-IIA is

phosphorylated at threonine residues in response to TCR recognition. DO11.10 T cell blasts

were mixed 2:1 with APCs pulsed with antigen, or unpulsed control APCs, and incubated at

37 °C for the indicated times (in minutes). Cell lysates were then analyzed by

immunoblotting with a phosphorylation state–specific pThr1939-Myosin- IIA antibody and

subsequently stripped and reblotted with a Myosin-IIA antibody. E.) Synergistic effect of

CD28 co-stimulation on Myosin-IIA phosphorylation under sub-optimal CD3 stimulation

conditions. Naïve CD4+ T cells were stimulated for the indicated times (in minutes) with

control IgG, CD3, CD28 or a combination of CD3+CD28 antibodies. Cell lysates were then
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analyzed by immunoblotting with a phosphorylation state–specific pThr1939-Myosin-IIA

antibody. Tubulin proteins levels are shown as a loading control.
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Figure 4.
Modeling Myosin- IIA as a spring as a means to explain diverse effects upon T cell motility.

T cells are shown similarly to Figure 2. However, here actin filament orientations are

proposed to account for the phenotypes observed in Myosin-IIA null T cells. A.) Membrane

bending and regulation of the size of an adhesive contact. Myosin-IIA filaments oriented

parallel to the membrane and near the edges of the adhesion promote membrane bending

thereby regulating adhesive contacts. B.) Propulsion by force transmission through

tensegrity structures. Tensegrity structures are generated by multiple Myosin-IIA filaments

transducing force between multiple stretches of branched actin filaments. A much larger

lattice can be envisioned but only a small one is illustrated for clarity. C.) Friction

generation by cytoskeletal expansion. A specific example of forces generated via Myosin-

IIA outward force between two stretches of actin filaments oriented perpendicular to two

distinct contacts. Through outward force, friction is generated at each surface and the

resulting internal actin structure can transmit force to the surfaces in order to generate

forward movement.
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